Calculation of the pre-consolidation pressure is related to strength and deformation parameters for overconsolidated soils and reflects the stress path and deformation features of soils. Therefore, accurate and convenient calculation of the pre-consolidation pressure is of great importance in traditional soil mechanics. In the current paper, by using the MATLAB toolbox, a BP neural network based method is applied to calculate and model pre-consolidation pressure. Finally, the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method is compared to the common analytical method.
iNtRodUCtioN
The maximum historical effective stress of soil is referred to pre-consolidation pressure and determines the changes of stress during the formation of soil 1 . Due to the difference of geological effect and the stress changes, the process of consolidation may differ during the formation and current process. According to the definition of pre-consolidation pressure, when the external load is lower than the pre-consolidation pressure, the natural soil only has a tiny deformation; otherwise, the soil structure is destroyed; when a considerable external load is exerted. Therefore, correct evaluation of the pre-consolidation pressure is vital for estimating deformation values during its operational periods. Casa Grande method 2 , also known as experience based-graphing or C method, is generally adopted to get the pre-consolidation stress. Due to the difficulty in improving the accuracy of determining the maximum curvature point, the calculation of the pre-consolidation pressure is affected, obtained according to change features of the function curve. In this research, to lower the error in getting the maximum curvature point a nonlinear neural network prediction model based on a successive approximation of multi-node is adopted for providing a new method of getting more accurate pre-consolidation stress.
Neural Network Method
Artificial neural network, proposed and developed based on modern neuroscience, is a kind of abstract mathematical model that simulates the functions of the human brain. With the functions of self-adjustment and organization, it completes specific tasks through the supervised "learning"; with the most significant advantage of the ability in self-learning, it can also achieve satisfactory results even when some deviations exist among the learning data. The net can be divided into two types according to the structure and work mode: feedforward network and feedback network. In this paper, BP network, i.e. feed-forward reverse transmission network is introduced. The artificial neural network can auto-organize and adjust the weights of each node, and describe extremely complicated nonlinear problems, fully consider various factors and make comprehensive processing; therefore, BP network can be regarded as a highly nonlinear mapping from input to output 3, 4 . Artificial basic neurons are shown in Figure 1 :
Nerve cells are organized and BP neural network is formed as follows:
Through training the network model, the error between the calculated output value y k and desired output value k y is minimized, and the minimum sum of squared errors is taken as the evaluation index 5 :
Initial value of the given weight can be corrected with the recursive method, thereby 
.(2)
Where m denotes the m th recursive calculation, ë specifies the artificially specified rate constant, intermediate variables
e ,e can be calculated through iteration.
BP Neural Network Build
In this paper, artificial neural network is used to directly analyze the trend and rule of e-p curve, which reduces the information loss in the process of analysis.
(1) Determination of the input and output items; Soil mass under different stress correspond to different pore ratio, with the increase of consolidation pressure p, change of void ratio e decreases similar to negative exponent, and the slower the e-p curve becomes, as shown in Figure 3 .
If e is regarded as the abscissa, distribution density of the curve inordinate of the p-e curve as the ordinate, void ratio frequency distribution curve is as shown in Figure 4 .
The void ratio e under different densities of distribution is recognized with weight values of the neural network model, the ability of recognition is improved constantly through objective supervision training, and the void ratio e with target characteristics are finally back feed. Therefore, the void ratio under different stress is taken as the input item, and the void ratio obtained in experiment and corresponding to the pre-consolidation stress as the target output item. Finally, the corresponding pre-consolidation stress p c is obtained based on void ratio through linear interpolation.
(2) Determination of the number of hidden layers Reasonable selection of the number and the number of element of hidden layers is one of the difficult points in the model design. Very little hidden layer nodes may result in poor network generalization, while too many nodes require more time, and do not necessarily correspond to the best training error. Generally, empirical formula or trial is adopted in determination, and empirical formula for the number of hidden layer l is as follows: 
Prediction Example
Creation of BP model of two or more hidden layers is relatively complex. In this paper, single hidden layer model is adopted, and according to the empirical formula, l=9.4; therefore, there may be four nodes in the hidden layer. Through repeated trials, better results were obtained when four nodes were adopted; void ratio under different stress was taken as the input item and void ratio under pre-consolidation stress as the output item. void ratio under different stress in the experiment is taken as the input item, and that corresponds to pre-consolidation stress as the target output item, and programming and calculation is completed in MATLAB platform. Data of the learning group is as shown in Table 1 . The corresponding void ratio under pre-consolidation stress is obtained through linear interpolation. 
: distribution of void ratio e
Compression curve of different soil samples of the learning group is as shown in Figure 5 The neural network model is trained, taking A-E of the learning group as the input vector and the corresponding measured pre-consolidation pressure as the target value, and the training is ended until the error is less than 0.0001. Figure 6 shows the curve of feedback void ratio changing with the number of times of training of Group A imported in learning, it can be seen that with the feed-forward of error, and by changing the weights of each connection, the output result quickly closes up to the target, showing that the network construction is effective.
The neural network model trained was adopted, output of the prediction group was calculated at a given input vector, and 20 times of iterative calculation was conducted: void ratio of the prediction group is 0.5418, with an error of less than 0.04% compared with the measured curve value; and pre-consolidation stress is 334.02kPa based on inverse calculation, its precision has matched or even exceeded the precision required in laboratory test (accuracy of 0.01mm for the dial indicator, the natural void ratio is assumed to be 0.5 and height Table 2 shows the calculated void ratio and its percentage error As the mathematical model that integrates data training, optimization, learning, and feedback prediction is adopted, BP neural network model shows great advantages in data utilization: it makes full use of various kinds of experimental data in history, and takes the data as data sources of the learning group to improve the ability of data prediction; and when there are much data, the original data can be classified according to properties of soil into different levels of consolidation stress, corresponding set of data of prediction group can be adopted for pre-consolidation stress in different range, so that pre-consolidation stress can be predicted accurately, quickly and easily, and directly applied to engineering practice.
CoNClUSioN
In this paper, a method based on BP artificial neural network model is proposed to calculate the pre-consolidation pressure of soil.
the developed neural network with three layers and four hidden nodes is established. The network is trained with the existing similar test data, and calculation and projection are made against the prediction group. According to the results of training, the model quickly approaches to the target value, reaches a percentage error of less than 0.04 for the prediction group, proving that the artificial BP neural network model can accurately predict the void ratio corresponding to the pre-consolidation stress, requires no drawing and less manual intervention, but achieves faster speed of calculation compared with the commonly used Casa Grande method, and has certain value for practical application. 
